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This year will mark the event’s 31st anniversary 
and after a successful attendance in 2019, 
Cardiff and the Cardiff Capital Region will be 
returning as joint partners to promote the  
city-region collectively on the world stage.

Our scheduled events will highlight Cardiff’s 
strong investment proposition which we will 
promote to a global audience, thus allowing  
us to connect with future partners.

We know that we are well placed to take on 
the challenge. We have some of the most 
competitive businesses in the UK, we have a 
skilled workforce, and we have great investment 
potential. However, we won’t benefit from this 
unless we can attract the right investment to 
our city and the city-region. We also know that 
we need to support our businesses in selling 
themselves to the world. 

A partnership approach with the private sector  
is critical to this, and like 2019 we intend to take  
a delegation of businesses to MIPIM 2020.  
The opportunity is about more than public sector 
and government-led schemes. It’s about an 
integrated approach to attracting investment – 
wherever they are and whichever sector they are 
in. It is about showcasing what our businesses 
offer, as well as our investment potential. 

Our businesses can compete with the best and 
together we can take our growth to another level.

We know that the business community in the 
city-region is supportive and we would like 
to invite you to become part of Team Cardiff 
at MIPIM 2020 which will give you an ideal 
opportunity for you to showcase your business.

We have witnessed the difficulty that delegates 
have in terms of arranging flights and the 
costs associated with this and for 2020 we are 
delighted to offer delegates a charter flight 
from Cardiff. All the supporting information is 
included in this document and we encourage 
people to book as it will be on a first come first 
served basis.

We hope that you will join us to promote our 
opportunities so we are viewed internationally  
as a place that is open for business. 

We look forward to making a better future for 
everybody and encourage you to contact our 
MIPIM Manager vikki.beesley@cardiff.gov.uk  
or on 02922 330242.

CARDIFF 
WELCOMES YOU 

CHOOSE 
CARDIFF

MIPIM, the world’s leading property market, takes place between 10th and 13th 
March in the Palais des Festivals in Cannes, where it brings together the most 
influential players from all international property sectors offering unrivalled access 
to the greatest number of development projects and sources of capital worldwide.

Cllr Huw Thomas 
Leader, Cardiff Council

Cllr Andrew Morgan 
Chair Cardiff Capital Region Cabinet

@investincardiff @cardiffcapitalregion
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WHAT IS MIPIM 

MIPIM, the premier real estate event, gathers the most influential players from all 
sectors of the international property industry for four days of networking, learning and 
transaction through premium events, conferences and dedicated exhibition zones.

4 
DAY PROGRAMME 

26,000 
PARTICIPANTS 

48 
KEY NOTE SPEAKERS 

100+  
COUNTRIES 

130+ 
CONFERENCES 

@investincardiff @cardiffcapitalregion



MIPIM TESTIMONIALS 

MIPIM is a great venue to showcase the manifest opportunities in 
Cardiff and Wales. It is a place for value adding conversations and 
connections with key players in the region and for gaining idea’s 
and inspiration from other locations.

It supports discussions on fundamental national and global issues 
and how the construction sector can play its part in resolving 
them. Such discussions are often aligned with the aims and 
ambitions of the Wellbeing of Future Generations (Wales) Act 
2015 and the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals. 

This focus can only be of benefit to the people and communities 
of Wales.”

PAUL MALIPHANT

Development Director Wales, Mott MacDonald Ltd

Being part of the Cardiff team at MIPIM was a privilege and a 
hugely beneficial experience for Rio. We want to help shape our 
City in the future, to forge relationships with the people who will 
invest in doing this and take part in the strategic discussions and 
decisions which will enable it all to happen.

At MIPIM we were able to meet some of these people and kick-
start the dialogue which will hopefully lead to successful future 
outcomes.”

ANDREW BAKER

Partner, Rio Architects 

It was fantastic to see Cardiff back at MIPIM in 2019, 
demonstrating the wealth of opportunities on offer within this 
great city. Wates Residential has a strong partnership with Cardiff 
Council through our Cardiff Living partnership to deliver over 
1,500 much-needed affordable new homes for local people across 
all tenures. Having joined Cardiff at MIPIM last year, it really felt like 
the city was open for business.”

PAUL NICHOLLS

Managing Director for Wates Residential

MIPIM provides a special opportunity to show our support for our 
capital region and showcase Cardiff as an iconic capital city on an 
international stage. The event is a key facilitator for collaboration 
and a unique arena in which to network with industry colleagues 
from Wales, the rest of the UK and Europe.”

JON JAMES

Partner, ISG



BE PART OF TEAM 
CARDIFF 

Cardiff and the capital region will have an 
exhibition stand located in Palais -1 within the 
Palais des Festivals from Tuesday 10th March 
– Friday 13th March situated alongside world-
leading cities like Copenhagen, Helsinki, Japan, 
Gothenburg and Montreal. 

The aim is for partners to have the opportunity 
to entertain clients, network, host meetings as 
well as utilise the venues to have presentations.

We will work with partners to establish a series 
of presentations, debates and panel discussions 
that will be content rich.

We have also enlisted the support of FTI 
Consulting who will secure media profile for 
Cardiff and the capital region at MIPIM. FTI has 
unrivalled relationships with and access to key 
players involved with MIPIM from politicians, 
developers and investors, cities and inward 
investment agencies.

Through their long standing involvement they 
work closely with attending companies to help 
them gain maximum benefit from the investment 
, proving a high structured and strategic 
approach to planning activity ranging from their 
media relations through to non–media initiatives, 
such as events and stakeholder engagement.

Cardiff’s approach to attending MIPIM is very 
much that we work as a team to get the most 
out of the experience for Cardiff. As a result 
of becoming a Cardiff MIPIM partner regular 
MIPIM partner meetings will take place so that all 
partners are able to network with fellow partners 
and meet the senior representatives of both 
Cardiff Council and Cardiff Capital Region.

Becoming a Cardiff partner at MIPIM will provide you with numerous opportunities, 
engage with senior decision makers, network with fellow delegates and raise 
the profile of your own projects and initiatives with a regional, national and 
international audience.

PARTNERSHIP 
PACKAGES

GOLD
SILVER
BRONZE
SIGNATURE



CARDIFF AT MIPIM 2020 PARTNERSHIP PACKAGES 

GOLD PARTNER £20,000 SILVER PARTNER £10,000

Delegation Passes

x3 delegate passes MIPIM 2020.

Opportunity to purchase additional delegate passes at subsidiary rate of 1,030.00 EUR until January 21 2020.

Partner Events

Invitations x3 to scheduled MIPIM meetings in the lead up to MIPIM 2020 with the Senior Cardiff Council and 
Cardiff Capital Region representatives in attendance.

Cardiff Stand

Company logo on the logo lock up wall of the Cardiff stand listed as a gold partner.

Full page advert in Invest In Cardiff prospectus (A5) that will be displayed on the stand plus will be available online.

Cardiff stand as a base for the week of MIPIM 2020. 

Speaker opportunity within the Cardiff programme at MIPIM 2020. 

Digital and Social Media Content

Opportunity to submit content on Cardiff development and projects for all Invest in Cardiff newsletters 
published between 1 September 2019 and 31 March 2020.

Opportunity to have a Cardiff development or project of your choice included on the newly launched Cardiff 
at MIPIM website. 

Your company profile and logo will be included on the Cardiff at MIPIM website www.cardiffatmipim.co.uk 
along with a link to your company website. 

Minimum of x5 dedicated Twitter posts during MIPIM campaign.

PR & Media

Opportunity for partners to provide relevant PR on their projects/ company that will be incorporated in the 
overall PR strategy for MIPIM 2020. 

Interview of 1 representative that will be featured on www.cardiffatmipim.co.uk.

x1 quote to be included in the Cardiff and Cardiff Capital Region press release prior to MIPIM.

Cardiff Event Networking

x3 invitations to Cardiff and the Capital Region Signature event at MIPIM. 

x3 invitations to the Cardiff at MIPIM Thank You Dinner. 

Travel and Accommodation

Team Cardiff will offer full delegation operational support including event management, arrangement of 
meetings and on site advice and introductions.

NOTE: A charter flight is available for all Cardiff partners to book through the MIPIM Team at a price of £450 
(£650 for non MIPIM partners) however transfers and accommodation are the responsibility of each partner 
and not of Team Cardiff.

Delegation Passes

x2 delegate passes MIPIM 2020. 

Opportunity to purchase additional delegate passes at subsidiary rate of 1,030.00 EUR until January 21 2020.

Partner Events

Invites for x2 representatives to regular scheduled meetings in the lead up to MIPIM 2020 with the Senior 
Cardiff Council and Cardiff Capital Region representatives in attendance.

Cardiff Stand

Company logo on the logo lock up wall of the Cardiff stand listed as a silver partner.

1/2 page advert in Invest In Cardiff prospectus (A5) that will be displayed on the stand plus will be available online.

Cardiff stand as a base for the week of MIPIM 2020. 

Speaker opportunity within the Cardiff programme at MIPIM 2020. 

Digital and Social Media Content

Opportunity to submit content on Cardiff development and projects for all Invest in Cardiff newsletters 
published between 1 September 2019 and 31 March 2020.

Opportunity to have a Cardiff development or project of your choice included on the newly launched Cardiff 
at MIPIM website. 

Your company profile and logo will be included on the Cardiff at MIPIM website along with a link to your 
company website. 

Minimum of x3 dedicated Twitter posts during MIPIM campaign.

PR & Media

Opportunity for partners to provide relevant PR on their projects/ company that will be incorporated in the 
overall PR strategy for MIPIM 2020. 

Cardiff Event Networking

x2 invitations to Cardiff and the Capital Region Signature event at MIPIM. 

x2 invitations to the Cardiff at MIPIM Thank You Dinner. 

Travel and Accommodation

Team Cardiff will offer full delegation operational support including event management, arrangement of 
meetings and on site advice and introductions.

NOTE: A charter flight is available for all Cardiff partners to book through the MIPIM Team at a price of £450 
(£650 for non MIPIM partners) however transfers and accommodation are the responsibility of each partner 
and not of Team Cardiff.



BRONZE PARTNER £6,500

Delegation Passes

x1 delegate passes MIPIM 2020. 

Opportunity to purchase additional delegate passes at subsidiary rate of 1,030.00 EUR until January 21 2020.

Partner Events

Invites for 1 representative to regular scheduled meetings in the lead up to MIPIM 2020 with the Senior Cardiff 
Council and Cardiff Capital Region representatives in attendance.

Cardiff Stand

Company logo on the logo lock up wall of the Cardiff stand listed as a bronze partner.

1/4 page advert in Invest In Cardiff prospectus (A5) that will be displayed on the stand plus will be available 
online.

Cardiff stand as a base for the week of MIPIM 2020. 

Speaker opportunity within the Cardiff programme at MIPIM 2020. 

Digital and Social Media content

Opportunity to submit content on Cardiff development and projects for all Invest in Cardiff newsletters 
published between 1 September 2019 and 31 March 2020.

Opportunity to have a Cardiff development or project of your choice included on the newly launched Cardiff 
at MIPIM website. 

Your company profile and logo will be included on the Cardiff at MIPIM website along with a link to your 
company website. 

Minimum of x2 dedicated Twitter posts during MIPIM campaign.

PR & Media

Opportunity for partners to provide relevant PR on their projects/ company that will be incorporated in the 
overall PR strategy for MIPIM 2020. 

Cardiff Event Networking

x1 invitations to Cardiff and the Capital Region Signature event at MIPIM. 

x1 invitation to the Cardiff at MIPIM Thank You Dinner. 

Travel and Accommodation

Team Cardiff will offer full delegation operational support including event management, arrangement of 
meetings and on site advice and introductions.

NOTE: A charter flight is available for all Cardiff partners to book through the MIPIM Team at a price of £450 
(£650 for non MIPIM partners) however transfers and accommodation are the responsibility of each partner 
and not of Team Cardiff.

The package includes all elements shown in the SILVER PACKAGE as well as:

Speaker opportunity at the event

Opportunity to invite 30 guest of your choice

Promotional branding displayed throughout the room (promotional content provided at own cost)

The package includes all elements shown in the BRONZE PACKAGE as well as:

Your choice of how to shape the event whether that be a launch or Q&A session (subject to agreement with 
Cardiff and the Cardiff Capital Region)

Drinks reception for up to 200 guests

Speaker opportunity at the event

Opportunity to invite 15 guest of your choice

Promotional branding displayed throughout the room (promotional content provided at own cost)

Sponsorship of our MIPIM partner dinner on return from Cannes:

Speaker Opportunity at the dinner

x4 invites for guests

CARDIFF AT MIPIM 2020 PARTNERSHIP PACKAGES 

CARDIFF SIGNATURE EVENT AT MIPIM SPONSOR £20,000

MIPIM PARTNERS DRINK RECEPTION SPONSOR £7,500

POST MIPIM PARTNER DINNER SPONSOR £6,000

A unique opportunity to become joint sponsor with Cardiff and the Cardiff Capital Region at our signature 
event to be held at Ets Vallauri from 17:00–19:00.

A unique opportunity to become joint sponsor with Cardiff and the Cardiff Capital Region at our Drinks 
Reception to be held at Ets Vallauri from 15:00–16:00



PARTNERS 
BOOKING FORM

CANNES
MARCH 10–13 2020

PARTNERS BOOKING FORM 

Contact Name: Date:

Company Name:

Registered Office Address:

Tel: Email:

Finance Contact Name:

Tel: Email:

Cardiff Signature Event at MIPIM Sponsor: £20,000.00 + VAT 

Gold Sponsor Partner: £20,000.00 + VAT 

Silver Sponsor Partner: £10,000.00 + VAT 

Associate Sponsor: £6,500.00 + VAT 

Post MIPIM Partner Dinner Sponsor: £6,000.00 + VAT 

MIPIM Partners Drink Reception Sponsor: £7,500.00 + VAT 

Purchase Order Number (If Required):

Please Note: Purchase Orders to be made payable to Cardiff Council, The Courtyard, County Hall, Atlantic Wharf Cardiff 
CF10 4UW. Please mark them for the attention of Katrina Wilkes Email: kwilkes@cardiff.gov.uk.

Name of Attendee:

Position:

Tel:

Email:

Please Tick Applicable

Invoice Address (If Different):



Name of attendee:

Position:

Tel:

Email:

Name of attendee:

Position:

Tel:

Email:

Name of attendee:

Position:

Tel:

Email:

Name of attendee:

Position:

Tel:

Email:

TRAVEL TO MIPIM 2020 

Delegates joining the group booking will benefit from a drinks reception at the Departure Gate 
and in addition Cardiff Airport have offered a 58% discount on parking at £20 a day in the  
“meet and greet” car park.

• 9/3/20 depart Cardiff 1630, arrive Nice 1940 (local times)

• 12/3/20 depart Nice 1600, arrive Cardiff 1710 (local times)

To confirm your seat/s please fill in the details below and supply to kwilkes@cardiff.gov.uk.

Fly direct to Nice for MIPIM 2020 with Team Cardiff for just £450 from Cardiff 
Airport* price includes tax and baggage allowance. (£650 for non-MIPIM partner)

We are delighted to announce that we have an exclusive flight package to MIPIM 
2020 in association with ASL Airlines. 

Company Logo – Send your logo as an EPS format 

Social Media Contact & Details 

Name:

Position:

Email address:

Tel:

Website address:

Twitter Handle:

Linkedin Account:

Instagram Account:

Please provide: a short paragraph about your organisation (280 characters) which we can use on twitter to 
announce your partnership with Cardiff at MIPIM 2020.

Please provide: a paragraph about your organisation (300 words ) which we can use on the dedicated 
Cardiff at MIPIM 2020 website.

PR Contact

Name: 

Position:

Email Address:

Tel:

Please provide: a biography and image of your delegate/s (allocation subject to contract). 
This information may be used in publications and online for any marketing pertaining to MIPIM 2020.

Please accept this form as my/our application for packages at MIPIM 2020. I/we agree to the standard Terms 
and Conditions from Cardiff Council for MIPIM 2020 (See next page for details).

Signed: Date:

PLEASE NOTE:

• Invoices will be raised for each order unless otherwise requested.

•  Booking includes one delegate pass per booking valued at 
1,030.00 euros (if booked before 21st January 2020



1.1  The following Terms and Conditions govern the basis 
upon which Cardiff Council (or “we”) making available the 
“Partner Package” referred to in this Brochure.

1.2  You hereby agree to be bound by these Terms and 
Conditions and acknowledge that failure to comply with 
them could lead to your being excluded from the Partner 
Package.

2. Content of Brochure

 2.1  We take all reasonable steps to ensure the contents 
of the Brochure are correct at the time of publishing, 
but we can make no guarantee as to the contents. 
In particular stated dates relating to the Partner 
Packages may or be altered or events cancelled.

3 Booking

 3.1  Partner Packages will be granted on a “first come, first 
served” basis. Where a Partner Package is available we 
will write to you confirming your successful application 
(our “Letter of Confirmation”). If fully booked, or 
otherwise unavailable, we will endeavour to suggest 
an alternative event, or a different type of entry, or 
participation for that Partner Package. However we 
cannot guarantee such availability. We reserve the 
right to reject your application at our sole discretion.

4 Payment

 4.1  Fees for each Partner Package are set out in this 
Brochure. These may be subject to variation in 
exceptional circumstances. All fees are exclusive of 
VAT. Applicants will be invoiced for the full fee of the 
Partner Package within 30 days of Cardiff Council’s 
invoice or 14 days before the event is held, whichever is 
the earlier.

 Promotional Materials

 4.2  Any literature, publicity, advertising copy or other 
materials promoting or otherwise related to the 
Partner Package for which you are applying (“the 
Promotional Materials”) must be provided to us in 
suitable formats by the date set out in the Letter of 
Confirmation. If you fail to meet the deadline, you 
forfeit the right for these to be incorporated in any 
publicity. No refund or credit against the fees will be 
available. Applicants warrant that the Promotional 
Materials: (a) represent a true and fair statement of 
the services or facilities provided by them;(b) do not 
breach applicable advertising regulations or codes; (c) 
are not defamatory; (d) do not infringe the intellectual 
property rights of any third party.

5 Changes to Partner Packages and Cancellation

 5.1  Any change to change your participation in a Partner 
Package must be made in writing. We may at our 
sole discretion accommodate such request, subject 
to you meeting all associated costs. If you wish to 
cancel your participation in a Partner Package at any 
time, you must inform us in writing. The full price for 
participation will be payable unless we are able to 
reallocate the place you have selected.

6 Obligations and Liability

 6.1  Cardiff Council make no warranty as to the suitability 
of any Partner Package for any particular purpose 
or otherwise. We exclude all liability to the extent 
permitted by law for any costs, claims or losses 
howsoever caused that arise by reason of your 
application. Nothing in these terms and conditions 
excludes or limits our liability for death or personal 
injury caused by our negligence or for fraudulent 
misrepresentation.

 6.2  For the avoidance of doubt, you acknowledge you are 
responsible for all other costs incurred as a result of 
your attendance or participation in a Partner Package, 
including transportation, staff costs, meeting relevant 
health and safety provisions and for the safe keeping 
of any property associated with such participation. You 
shall maintain adequate insurance in all such respects.

7 Indemnity

 7.1  Applicants indemnify us against: (a) injury to any 
persons and any loss or damage to any property 
caused by your negligence or that of your employees, 
agents, subcontractors and/or guests or arising out of 
or in connection with your participation in the Partner 
Package; (b) all costs, expenses, liabilities, damages 
incurred as a result of a claim for infringement of the 
intellectual property rights of a third party in respect 
of the Partner Package.

8 Intellectual Property

 8.1  All intellectual property rights owned by or licensed 
to Cardiff Council shall remain the property of Cardiff 
Council and nothing in these Terms and Conditions 
shall grant or be deemed to grant any license of such 
intellectual property rights to the applicant.

9 Severance

 9.1  If at any time one or more provisions of these Terms 
and Conditions is or becomes invalid, illegal or 
unenforceable in any respect this shall not affect the 
validity, legality or enforceability of the remaining 
provisions which shall remain in force and effect.

10 Jurisdiction

 10.1  These Terms and Conditions are governed by the 
laws of England and Wales and any disputes arising 
under or in connection with them will be subject to the 
exclusive jurisdiction of the English and Welsh Courts.

11 Indemnity

 11.1  Applicants indemnify us against: (a) injury to any 
persons and any loss or damage to any property 
caused by your negligence or that of your employees, 
agents, subcontractors and/or guests or arising out of 
or in connection with your participation in the Partner 
Package; (b) all costs, expenses, liabilities, damages 
incurred as a result of a claim for infringement of the 
intellectual property rights of a third party in respect 
of the Partner Package.

12 Intellectual Property

 12.1  All intellectual property rights owned by or licensed 
to Cardiff Council shall remain the property of Cardiff 
Council and nothing in these Terms and Conditions 
shall grant or be deemed to grant any license of such 
intellectual property rights to the applicant.

13 Severance

 13.1  If at any time one or more provisions of these Terms 
and Conditions is or becomes invalid, illegal or 
unenforceable in any respect this shall not affect the 
validity, legality or enforceability of the remaining 
provisions which shall remain in force and effect.

14 Jurisdiction

 14.1  These Terms and Conditions are governed by the 
laws of England and Wales and any disputes arising 
under or in connection with them will be subject to the 
exclusive jurisdiction of the English and Welsh Courts. 

TERMS & CONDITIONS 





Vikki Beesley 

MIPIM Manager

Vikki.beesley@cardiff.gov.uk  

02922 330242

Louise Harrington 

Commercial Development Manager

Louiseharrington@cardiff.gov.uk  

02920 873205
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Create value


